Clear2there offers a complete range of premises-based or cloud-hosted video surveillance solutions, including a full line of IP and analog cameras for interior and exterior use. Clear2there’s remote monitoring capabilities enable live and recorded video to be viewed from any location, at any time of the day or night over a smartphone, tablet, or computer.

Common applications of Clear2there video surveillance technology can include:

- Placement of cameras near entrances and exits to obtain a clear picture of each guest, visitor, employee and vendor or service provider visiting the premises.
- Camera positioning in warehouses, loading docks, and manufacturing production lines to reduce the threat of theft and to provide a record of issues arising from accidents, slips, or falls.
- Cameras placed around a business perimeter to help secure the building and facilities from unauthorized entry and property damage.
- Deployment of cameras in parking lots, garages, and alleyways to help ensure employees and customers reach their vehicles safely.

Improved Safety: Video surveillance helps to identify unsafe working practices and other hazards that can present a harmful threat to employees and customers.

Crime Prevention: Video surveillance reduces the likelihood that a company will become a target of theft or other crimes, and many insurance providers even offer discounted rates tied to the deployment of these systems.

Liability Protection: Video footage of the activities taking place within a business can provide protection against false injury claims and frivolous lawsuits.

Employee Productivity: Employee productivity is a key driver of business performance and profitability. The presence of video surveillance cameras can minimize unproductive behavior and boost employee efficiency.

Crime Investigation: In the event a crime is committed on business property, a video surveillance system can provide law enforcement with vital information that can lead to an arrest.
SELECT FROM A WIDE ARRAY OF CLEAR2THERE CAMERA OPTIONS

Clear2there offers an expansive array of video security cameras to meet specific video surveillance environment and budget requirements. Our broad selection of IP and analog camera options include:

- **Megapixel IP Cameras**: These cameras can capture video in higher resolution and provide greater detail for improving identification of individuals, license plates, vehicles, etc.
- **PTZ Cameras**: A PTZ camera, with the ability to rotate on a 360 degree plane, provides pan, tilt and zoom functionality, enabling multiple viewing angles and wider area coverage as well as improved details when zooming in.
- **Dome Cameras**: Dome cameras are harder to spot, making them a better choice for a more covert deployment. Unlike with a bullet camera, the dome housing serves to conceal what is being captured, since it is difficult to tell the direction in which the camera lens is pointing. Additionally, a dome camera can rotate 360 degrees to cover a larger viewing circumference.
- **Bullet Cameras**: Bullet cameras offer easy installation, weatherproof durability and a longer capture range, making them better suited for viewing large areas such as a parking lot or an expansive backyard. Plus, because bullet cameras are more visible and noticeable, they can serve to discourage vandalism or theft before it occurs.
- **Night Vision Cameras**: Night vision security cameras are able to monitor low light to completely dark environments via IR illumination. This functionality can prove especially useful after-hours video surveillance and monitoring.
- **Fisheye Cameras**: Clear2there’s fisheye cameras are perfect for outdoor installations that require superior picture quality while providing superior protection against dust, dirt and water. These cameras offer the widest angle of view possible and are well-suited for a variety of applications.

CLEAR2THERE CLOUD VIDEO STORAGE

Clear2there’s cloud video storage option eliminates the need to maintain a rack of servers on premises, and provides fully redundant controls to store, manage and review video surveillance footage from any location. With our cloud video storage solution, you can eliminate the need to buy, install or maintain an on-site video recorder. This can eliminate costs tied to the recording equipment, supporting hardware, service contract and maintenance for on-site video recorders. Instead, you only pay a low cost activation fee and an affordable monthly service charge, which includes service, support, updates, camera licensing and cloud video storage.

CLEAR2THERE HYBRID DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDERS

Clear2there’s hybrid video recorders support capture of video and data from our complete line of analog and IP megapixel cameras. Existing analog equipment investments can be protected while also making available the many benefits of the latest network IP technology. Upgrade your video surveillance system to IP technology at the pace that is right for you.

Clear2there’s powerful and easy-to-use client enables you to connect to multiple HDVR servers to view up to 128 cameras simultaneously. Video from your HDVR system can be accessed via a desktop PC, smartphone, or tablet device. Via remote monitoring, you can view live and recorded video from anywhere to monitor your video deployments and react quickly to alarms and events.